Question: What do you give the family who has everything in the way of godly publications, covering virtually every aspect of life?

Answer: A complete reference index & directory to all these pubs! — So you can get full use of all the wonderful books, magazines, posters & tapes at your disposal!

And here you have it—all in one book—The PUBDEX! The PUBDEX consists of seven main indexes:

1) Publications List—Millions For The Billions! Every publication ever printed in the history of the Family from 1968 to mid-1985.

2) ML Lists (No.A-2022)
   a) Alphabetical ML List All the MLs & where they're found, arranged in alphabetical order.
   b) Numerical ML List All the MLs listed numerically, as published to date (August 1985).
   c) Categorical ML List All the MLs grouped in the same categories as found in the M3P.

3) Findex—How to Find Articles!
   a) Alphabetical List of Categories A list of 400 categories into which virtually all the articles ever written by the family have been indexed.
   b) Findex Table of Subjects A directory for finding things in the FINDEX.
   c) The FINDEX A categorical listing of all the titles & authors of virtually all published articles, along with where to find them.
   d) Author Index A chronological listing of virtually every article written by every person who has ever written anything published for the Family.

4) LNF Index A summary of every LNF & where to find the article in full, as well as an alphabetical index to all LNFs by subject.

5) The Childcare Indexes
   a) Royal Family Childcare Index A detailed index of the entire 'Story of Our Children' series, incorporated together with the Davidito & Techi Stories.
   b) Childcare Handbook Index The combined indexes reprinted for you from the 3 Childcare Handbooks.
   c) Combined Activity Book Index An integrated index of all four Activity Books.
   d) Flannelgraph Guide A listing of all the Family flannelgraphs.

6) Kidz TK & Pubs Index Selected TKs & children's pubs grouped by categories, specially designed to ground & establish your child in the Word.

7) ML Bible Verse List A Biblical listing of all Bible verses used by Dad in Letters A - 2022, referenced to the M. & paragraph number it is used in!